Student activity guide

How will we use the Historypin platform to support our learning?

Activity

1

Watch:
‘How to Navigate the Map’;
‘How to Look at Content and Stories’; and
‘How to Explore a Tour’:
Complete the tasks in the Exploring Historypin Activity Sheet.
Find the single coolest/weirdest/funniest or scariest photo that you can search worldwide.

2

Historypin supports learning about history:
Explore the map between particular dates.
Find a series of photos that show change.
Look at a series of photos of the same place. Print out these photos and sort them
into order based on your own private criteria. Explain why you have put the
photographs in that order.
Create a tour or collection around a particular theme or period in history.

3

Historypin supports learning about Geography
Pin photos onto the Historypin map using an address and then pin them to Street
View using recognisable features to determine the angle at which a photo was taken.
Make comparisons between old photos or videos and current Street View images to
see how places have changed.
Identify the patterns and human and physical processes that cause these changes,
Investigate photos that demonstrate improvements in: transport demands of
industrialisation; technological advancement; increase in suburban housing as a result
of improved transport; and economic cycles.

4

Historypin helps us learn about the value of community, diversity
and participation
Find photos, videos or audio that show factors that bring communities together, such as
shared events, and see how these have changed over time.
Explore how areas and communities have changed as a result of migration by focusing
on religious buildings, markets and shops as well as the people in the photos.
Explore the stories behind photos, videos and audio to investigate experiences for
people from different areas and of different religions and ethnicities.

Tools
Circle Map

Tree Map

Double
Bubble Map

Tree Map

You can check you have completed the task successfully by:

SUCCESS
CRITERIA

Finding an extraordinary photo after
a worldwide search
Mastering the key elements of the Historypin
platform - searching, dates, locations and tags

Completing a basic investigation in each
of the three learning areas
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